
 

 
Julie Buffalohead: “Review: Contemporary wildlife art exhibition at the Gibbes Museum is 
illuminating, significant” 
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Christine Empedocles’ “Landing, 2010” features a single sparrow repeated several times.  
David Bowers Photography/Provided. 

 
During the annual Charleston migration that is the Southeastern Wildlife Exposition, you never 
know what wildlife you might find flapping or prowling or dock-diving around town. 
 
I once saw a rogue raptor careening past a lamppost on Broad Street, followed by its frantic 
humanfolk. 
 



 

But wildlife enthusiasts and arts lovers alike rarely spot our fauna harnessed in quite the fashion 
and scope of “Un/Natural Selections: Wildlife in Contemporary Art.” 
 
The thought-provoking beast of an exhibition (pun intended) runs through April 16 at the Gibbes 
Museum of Art. It was organized by the National Museum of Wildlife Art and consists of works 
from the Jackson, Wyo.-based institution’s permanent collection that represents the evolution in 
animal art. 
 
The title references Charles Darwin’s notions on natural selection reconsidered for our modern 
world. 
 
The show’s media ranges from installations synthesizing the sculptural and the digital, to every 
other conceivable means of artistic expression	— print, photography, textiles, glass, bronze and 
more — classifying it by subcategories including “aesthetics,” “tradition,” “science” and that ever-
problematic one, “politics.” 
 
The thrust is the fact that we are now in the midst of a sixth mass extinction on the planet, and 
for the sake of survival it would behoove us to reckon with our changing environment. 
 
Those other-than-natural settings are often the ones associated with the stuff of humankind	— 
neighborhoods, possessions, the internet, history, culture. By placing wildlife in unnatural spaces 
rather than their natural habitats, the works show how those settings reframe, imperil and at times 
confine the unsuspecting creatures at their heart. 
 
Some are at once static and steeped in subversion, with seemingly traditional modes and 
references reconnoitered with layers of contemporary complexity for a bracing new paradigm. 
Others are wildly, strikingly, unnervingly animated, with videos fluttering in movement and screens 
placed where creatures should be. 
 
There are some heavy hitters on this wild ride. Renowned multimedia artist Kiki Smith looms large 
with a woven textile, “Cathedral, 2103.” Walton Ford, who is known for painting massive, active 
landscapes, draws from historic writings to place animals in starring, cinematic roles. Julie 
Buffalohead, in “Six-Pack Colonialism, 2018,” morphs Native North American anthropomorphic 
animals with objects including a plastic six-pack ring and ghostly renderings of Christopher 
Columbus’ three famed ships. 
 



 

 
 

Julie Buffalohead’s “Six-Pack Colonialism, 2018” is an oil on canvas. 
 
And there are some unexpected practitioners, too, like author Dave Eggers, who is known for his 
bestselling books like “A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius” and for being founder of a 
publishing company that includes the satirical journal McSweeney’s Internet Tendency. 
 
The works can mess with our cognition. Leslie Thornton’s “Binocular Menagerie, 2014” is a series of 
paired video screens, with one side showing an animal in movement, and the other scuttling that 
image into geometric patterns that morph with the animal’s action. 
 
Christine Empedocles’ “Landing, 2010” centers on a single sparrow in wax pencil on paper, which 
she has duplicated several times to appear to be several birds rather than the one that has been 
repeated. 
 



 

 
 

Nicola Hicks’ 2015 sculpture “Little Bear” is based on a children’s book. 
 
Others mine our collective consciousness. Nicola Hicks’ 2015 sculpture “Little Bear” is based on the 
once ubiquitous children’s book of the same name that likely formed many of our own notions of 
the species. In “Invasive Plant Series,” Penelope Gottlieb paints exotic flora directly onto reprints of 
works by John James Audubon to demonstrate how through colonialism man has dragged 
species elsewhere and choked out native inhabitants. 
 
It’s a meaty show, to be sure, one you may elect to sink your canine chompers into in digestible 
portions, even taking breathers between sections that together gather 50-plus works. Every 
square inch is dense, tending more toward the conceptual. 
 
But it’s well worth pacing yourself through the work, and taking the time to engage in the 
ecosystem that is each artist’s world and vision	— and its role in the aggregate takeaway, which is 
a statement in and of itself. 
 



 

Whether digitally manipulated or cast in bronze, portrayed in precision watercolor or shaped in 
ethereal glass, the creatures at the heart of the show emerge as unwitting players in the current 
global predicament. The reverent gaze of the artist on their central animal subjects lends 
transcendence to the troublesome tinkering often depicted in individual works. 
 
And if the work in this show doesn’t give you pause for thought, the circuits might be frayed on 
that most human-prized faculty, the search for greater meaning. 
 
But the fix might be just this. Like the subjects of the rigorous, revelatory works within this 
illuminating, significant show, a venture through its challenging terrain can at times entail that we 
ourselves step beyond the current comfort zone of the human species. Work after work suggests 
that we face down the ways in which we have frequently forced others out of theirs and into our 
own. 
 


